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Darius:  Hello and welcome, everyone. You're tuning into the You Wealth 

Revolution Shift 2012. I am so excited to be here. I've got to tell you 

that it is a complete joy to see everybody here packing in on the 

lines, just all of us hungry. We are hungry for our truth. We are 

finding our truth every day. The more that we taste our truth, the 

more that we feel our truth, the more that we stand in our power, 

the more we want our power, the more we connect to great parts 

of our power.  

 I believe what we do here that is so amazing is that we are 

committed to connecting you to your power. Not connecting you 

to a name or a guru or somebody that you need to then follow and 

become some instrument to or some mechanism to, but your own 

truth coming out, your own knowing and you recognizing the 

power that you have to change lives. Every day growing bigger 

and bigger in that awareness because that's how the planet will 

shift, that's how we all will shift. 

 You will shift my life by being utterly and completely and fully 

you. You will shift our amazing speaker here today and teacher, 

Panache Desai. You will shift his life being amazingly completely 

you, full in your heart and full in your power. I'm here because of 

all of you. I couldn't do this if all of you weren't in your power 

right now standing up and saying I'm going to be on this call. I'm 

going to make a difference in my life. I'm going to share this with 

everybody. I couldn't do it and we couldn't have the space to do 

this and shift the planet if it wasn't for all of you. 

 As somebody who failed kindergarten growing up, as somebody 

who four years ago, three years ago went through this massive 

challenge in my life in this divorce and lost so much and thought 

everything was done, to be able to stand here and tell you that 

your life will unfold in the most miraculous way when you 

connect with who you are, I'm speaking to you from total 

experience. I'm speaking to you from the guy who was so scared I 
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was curled up in a corner in a fetal position because I didn't know 

what my life was going to unfold. I was terrified. 

 If any of you are here today in that place or maybe you've been 

there, I want you to grasp hold of a greater power that's bigger 

than you. It's bigger than me. It's bigger than this event. It's your 

truth. That's what we want to connect you to – nothing else, but 

the truth that's for you. Whatever we say, try it on and feel it in 

your own heart. That's what we're here to do.  

 Share this with your friends and family. Go to 

www.youwealthrevolution.com/now and share this with 

everybody. Share this with your friends and family. You go to the 

‘now’ page, post it on Facebook so people can get the power they 

have to change lives, to change their lives, to be the person that 

they know that they are. We're here because we know that's a 

truth. 

 Our guest here today, Panache Desai, is somebody who I've 

spoken to actually twice. The first time we spoke we sat on the 

phone for almost an hour. What he did to me shifted my 

awareness in a big way, shifted the way that I saw what we do 

here, shifted the way that I saw my life and the way that I saw my 

power. I had to bring him on and our team so dedicatedly found 

Panache and he normally will not get on a lot of these events 

because he really feels passionate about connecting to the 

message.  

 His message is your own empowerment. Finding and igniting your 

own boundless receiving. I'm going to introduce him quickly 

because I don't want to miss one moment of his time with us. 

Panache is a leading visionary and the innovator of vibrational 

transformation. It is a radical ground breaking form of personal 

development that energetically aligns you, aligns you to who you 

really are, your highest potential as a catalyst for unprecedented 

vibration and frequency.  

http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/now
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 He recalibrates you're being to function at its highest most infinite 

level of possibility. I feel like every time I talk to him that happens. 

Panache's gift really is this vibrational transformation. He has 

inspired and shifted the lives of tens of thousands of people 

around the globe. Whenever I hear him speak he does that to me 

and he's going to do it to you just by hearing his voice. He shares 

eternal truths, your truths, inspirational insights and real 

vibrational pull that you can use to empower you and create the 

life of your dreams.  

 He's kind of a modern day avatar. He is going to help us to totally 

transform our economic, our physical feeling, our emotional 

feeling, our even our vibrational abundance and our vibrational 

vitality. He is somebody who teaches tremendous things. He has 

been featured on the World Puja Network. He's been broadcast 

over 139 countries. He's on the faculty on the Omega Institute. He 

also has collaborated with people like Reverend Michael 

Beckwith, James Van Prague, Deva Premal & Miten. His newest 

internationally acclaimed CD series is called Igniting Boundless 

Receiving and it has propelled so many people out of lack, out of 

limitation and into greater levels of abundance. 

 I want to welcome Panache. Let's do this. Let's send Panache just a 

huge tremendous amount of love from the You Wealth Revolution 

family on the count of three – one, two, three – Panache welcome 

to the You Wealth Revolution Shift 2012. 

Panache: Thank you. It's an absolute honor and pleasure to be here with 

you in this wonderful community of individuals. 

Darius: I am very excited. I know that we talked a lot on our private call 

about the group and everybody here and their amazing 

possibilities. We talked about vibrational transformation. We 

talked about people moving into their true power. What is 

vibrational transformation and how is that a catalyst for our truth 

and our true power as individuals? 
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Panache: During the course of our lives, because we're so conditioned, in 

our natural state of just experiencing we begin to accumulate 

what I've lovingly called vibrational density. For example, when 

we're triggered in life, instead of just being present to that 

sadness, we stop that flow of energy. Of course, what happens to 

that flow of energy is it gets stuck and we continue to repress and 

suppress that energy and then it becomes depression. 

 Every energy and every emotion really wants to flow through us. 

It's the same with anger. It's the same with fear. These are just 

energies and resonances that are wanting to flow, that are 

wanting to move. There are energies in motion. When these 

energies are examined on a vibrational scale, really, there's no 

difference between one frequency or another. In fact, they are all 

just parts of this beautiful rainbow of life, this experience of life 

that makes life fabulous. 

 The repression or suppression of these energies leads to them 

forming density. They form a weight, a heaviness, in the body. For 

example, somebody who's depressed will have a very hard time 

getting up out of bed in the morning. They'll have a hard time 

functioning. They'll have a hard time navigating their way through 

their experience because that sadness has been repressed or 

suppressed to such a degree that it's formed such a level of 

density that it's actually impacting them on a physical level. 

 Vibrational density also takes the form of psychological traumas. 

For example, if you had something painful that happened to you 

and you didn't feel it through into completion, it gets stuck in your 

system. Vibrational transformation actually deals with issues at 

their source. What I found was that in spirituality we have a 

symptomatic approach to dealing with issues. When you trace it 

back to its origin, what you will find is an original root vibrational 

density that has not been experienced. 
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 My role has been to lovingly allow this catalytic Divine love to just 

flow through me to dissolve that density. Just to remind people 

that they’re not broken. They don't need healing. They don't need 

fixing. In fact, the Divine loves them the way they are and it's time 

for them to receive that and be empowered in the fullness of who 

they are. 

 Along with this message of self-acceptance and self-love and 

embodying the fullness of who you are and being your own 

authority, came with wonderful vibrational gift and frequency 

that is being shared right now. In fact, I would actively encourage 

people to open their palms and just receive. That this greater 

presence, this greater energy, this catalytic presence that is here 

at this time to facilitate the shift in consciousness is forever being 

shared, is forever present. 

 Vibrational transformation was a very simple way of describing 

this greater infusion of love, this greater infusion of 

consciousness, this greater ability for people to access their 

natural state of being to restore them to abundance, to restore 

them to health and vitality, to restore them to their divinity, to 

restore them to their infinite potential, to restore them to be all 

that they were born to be. The fullness of who they are. The full 

and overflowing that they are in the level of their being. 

 Vibrational density is an answer and a solution, Darius, for our 

times. It is the most effective and most powerful way to move 

through our content and to navigate what we now know is a 

vibrational reality. In fact, the more we integrate that density, the 

more space is created within our being and the more we can 

receive our natural state. All of a sudden our vibrational point of 

attraction elevates through the roof and life meets you in that new 

space and then with grace and ease and allowing and trust your 

life all of a sudden just improves. Every single facet of who you are 

begins to reflect that greater potential. 
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 Vibrational transformation is a wonderful blessing that is being 

burst into our reality. It's actually redefining how we talk about 

manifestation. It's redefining how new thought leaders express 

themselves. Vibrational density was not a conversation that 

people were having. Now, it's in the forefront of the collective 

conversation. 

 Vibrational transformation and this greater shift that happens on 

a vibrational level that really brings people into freedom and self-

empowerment is now the conversation that other individuals are 

having as a result of their lives having been shifted. Vibrational 

transformation is an answer and a solution for you because the 

Divine loves you, basically, because you matter.  

No matter what you've gone through, you’re an incredible being 

and because it's time for you to access the fullness of who you are, 

just the way you are, to receive that love in its entirety, to receive 

that abundance in its entirety, to break free of the shackles of fear, 

scarcity and limitation and lack, to fully abide in that great gift 

that you all are right now on this earth every single one of you. 

That's vibrational transformation. 

Darius: I feel that in your words and I feel you speak – I feel that love. We 

get to connect with a lot of teachers and when you really feel the 

love from somebody reaching out to people in the over 139 

countries, it's quite an amazing thing. 

 The last time we talked, we had a dialogue, I think, that was pretty 

cutting edge and I want to cut some edges here today on this call. I 

want to really expand the dialogue in the spiritual community. We 

talked about things that keep people who are well meaning stuck 

and an interpretation of energy an interpretation of our power in 

a way that is limited that many teachers tend to be clinging to an 

old model that keeps people really almost in a replacing one 

prison for another.  
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 You shared with me some of your thoughts and we paralleled very 

much there. Tell me about what we have to avoid that if we can 

escape from that we can really connect to this vibrational 

transformation. 

Panache: I think the biggest obstacle is in our languaging. The source of all 

separation that we have on this planet is in the languaging of our 

experiences. When I perceive the Divine, for example, all I felt was 

just this incredible love, but what I experienced was beyond 

words. It’s beyond the classical human definition of the word love. 

The Divine, as it exists, is this infinite ocean of energy with no 

beginning and no end. It vibrates at the highest resonance of love. 

It's such a profound state of love that you can't even describe it. 

 Every energy and when I see everybody that's on this call and 

people that come to see me and the people around the world, I 

just see them in their brilliance and their luminosity. I don't see 

their stories. I don't see something wrong. I don't see something 

bad. I don't see negative. I don't see positive. I don't see polarity. 

There's only ever the truth of them that's present. It's time for us 

to shift our conversation around energy.  

 Right now, there's a lot of judgment around energy. For example, 

energy can be negative or positive, but that negative or positive is 

based on someone's conditioning or based on someone's 

perception of what negative or positive is. Energy may play out in 

our life in a way that you like that, ultimately, may not serve you, 

but you may like it because it meets your expectations and your 

perceptions and you'll say, “Well, that was a positive energy,”, but 

energy may play out in your life in a way that necessarily you 

don't like, but that energy playing out the way that it is will 

benefit you and lead you on to the increase and lead you on to the 

greater expression of vibrational potential, but in your mind 

based on your conditioning, you thought that was negative 

energy. 
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 What if energy doesn't really have a polarity? What if it's just 

energy? Ultimately, when we trace everything back, what you're 

going to find is the Divine. That's all you're going to find. When 

you trace every single resonate frequency back, you find source 

potential. The labeling of energy needs to shift. The articulation of 

it, the judgment around it, needs to fall away so that we can just 

purely be in the experiencing of it because from where I'm sitting, 

there is no such thing as negative energy. 

 This is most commonly demonstrated with healers. If you’re a 

healer, I really want you to hear this. I've had the pleasure of 

being in the room with 500, 600 people facilitating everyone at 

once. I've had healers who have pioneered techniques and 

modalities and they can't believe it because they've never seen 

anyone be present for that many people and not be affected by the 

energy. There's no such thing as negative energy. They sit down 

and have a conversation with me and go, “Panache, how are you 

doing that?” 

 Well, because it's all Divine, because ultimately everything is 

emanating from a singular source. What if every single experience 

we're having is Divine? What if your sadness is actually Divine? 

What if that darkest moment like the one that Darius shared was 

actually a blessing? It was a blessing because none of us would be 

here were it not for that moment when he was in the fetal 

position. Just as much as that happened for him, it's happening for 

every single one of you. You are being blessed and that blessing is 

either being perceived and received or you’re not recognizing it 

for the blessing that it is. 

 In time, it will be revealed for the blessing that it is. The Divine is 

present in all things – in every energy, in every resonance and 

every frequency. There is no separation. There is no negative. 

There is no higher. There is no lower. In oneness there is no 

hierarchy. Everything just is. What if, Darius, everyone on this 
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intention circle right now could shift from judging enabling 

energy to just being present in the experience of emotion? What if 

when you’re sad, instead of going to that place of, oh my God, this 

is a heavy energy I have to cleanse and clear myself, what if in that 

moment you could recognize the blessing in that sadness, that you 

could remember the Divinity in that sadness and just fully be 

present for experiencing it? 

 For example, if you'd have felt everything in your life that you 

needed to feel, what would your life be like right now? If you'd 

have experienced every energy, if you had just simply been an 

experiential being and felt it all, where would you be operating 

from right now? Would you have any density? Let's take them 

through it, shall we? 

Darius: Yes. 

Panache: Just close your eyes and open your palms around the world, you 

wealthers. Just take some deep breaths and just relax. What I'd 

like to do, first of all, is introduce you to the Divine. I'm just going 

to lovingly ask that infinite presence of love and light to just 

envelope you right now, to just embrace you, to just hold you. I'm 

going to lovingly invite the remembrance of this greater presence 

to be born within your being because you are a Divine being.  

If this presence had a color, it would just be the most beautiful 

golden light you've ever seen. If it were to have a feeling, it would 

be most ecstatic love you've ever felt in your life. Just fully receive 

the presence, feel the energy as it's in your palms. Feel the heat, 

feel the pins and needles, feel the support of this loving presence 

whose sole purpose is to love you. Whose sole purpose and sole 

message is I love you.  

 I love your sadness. I love your anger. I love you. I love your 

depression. I love your fear. I love you. I love your insecurity. I 

love your stress. I love your worry. I love your disease. I love you. I 
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love you. I love your judgments. I love your critical nature. I love 

the fact that you have to analyze everything or aspect of your life. I 

love you. I love your ego. I love your sexual energy and choice of 

sexual expression.  

I love you. I love your body. I love your past. I love your present 

and I love your future. I love your guilt. I love your shame. I love 

your choices and I love your decisions. I love everything about you 

that you've labeled as negative, bad or wrong. I love all that you 

are because you are exactly the way the Divine made you to be. 

You could be no other way.  

Just allow your heart to expand. Allow this vibrational presence 

and truth to take up residence in every single fiber of your being. 

The Divine is not judging you. The Divine is not keeping track of 

what you've done or how you live your life. The Divine just loves 

fully and completely all that you are. Will you receive that? Will 

you receive this infinite love? Will you receive your infinite 

abundance? Will you receive your infinite health and vitality? Will 

you receive all of your goodness? Just let it come in. 

 Just feel the support of this wonderful presence enveloping you, 

surrounding you, holding your heart. I know it hasn't been easy, 

but you can relax now. I know that you haven't fit in, but you can 

relax now. I know that your greater world around you doesn't 

understand you, but you can relax now. It's safe to be you. It's safe 

to be human. It's safe to be on planet earth. 

 Just take some deep breaths. Just notice what's shifted. If tears are 

currently arising, let them. If you are currently present to fear 

shaking out of your body, allow it to do so. If you are currently 

experiencing anger arising, allow it to wash on through. If you are, 

for the first time in your life, completely at peace with yourself 

then welcome to oneness. Be with whatever is unfolding for you 

right now. In vibrational transformation, you either access the 

fullness of your being or you begin to access everything that is in 
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the way of you living in the fullness of your being. Either way it 

works. 

 Take some breaths, Darius, and come on back. How you doing? 

Darius: I think it's one of the hardest interviews I've ever done because 

sometimes nothing else needs to be said. You just experience and 

it's almost not necessary to fill it with words. I'm going to sit for 

maybe just 20 seconds and just let people breathe is what I'm 

feeling people need. 

Panache: While they do that we'll just ask for a continual expansion of this 

greater presence. We'll ask for a continual integration of their 

density. Whatever it is that they've judged or labeled, whatever it 

is that they've repressed or suppressed, please, lovingly declare 

your baggage. Lovingly surrender your content and allow the 

Divine to just transmute it. Allow the Divine to bring you into the 

fullness of who you are right now. Just rest in the awareness of the 

breath, just watch it and receive. 

Darius: A lot of people are writing in with just amazing feelings and 

amazing experiences of light and glowing and awareness 

expanding just from this shift. We love to hear that. We love to be 

in that place because it expands everybody else as we sort of 

connect all in this circle.  

 Panache, a question I feel coming from the group is when we're in 

this place of loving and allowing and understanding that the 

Divine loves us as we are, what happens in our world? What is 

shifting and what then is being created or merely perceived in a 

different way when we go through that process that we just did? 

Panache: What happens on every individual’s journey is that at a certain 

point, they buy into the judgment. In that moment when they buy 

into the judgment they make it more real than the truth of their 

being. Somebody will have an experience and in that moment 
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they'll come to the conclusion that they’re unworthy or not good 

enough.  

In that moment they'll start abiding in an egoic level of experience 

that stems from I am not. Immediately, you start operating from 

deficiency and lack. I am not. I am not is the root of an egoic 

experience. It's the foundation of egoic experience because the 

fullness of your being is I am. The fullness of your being is I am 

that already.  

 The greater shift that people undergo is a stepping out of this old 

paradigm of human experience of fear, lack and scarcity to where 

there isn't enough, to where there is a deficiency, to where there's 

efforting and struggle and suffering into the truth that they are 

infinite beings, that they have access to an infinite level of 

abundance that, in fact, they are full and overflowing. That it's not 

about being successful, but that, in fact, it's about being fulfilled.   

 I've met people who are successful. They have all the money in the 

world and they are still absolutely, fundamentally miserable. 

Their success was born from a need to prove that they are 

loveable, that they are good enough, that they are willing to 

receive their good. They’re on a mission to prove it to themselves. 

Of course, they’re doing it in an external way and the world never 

provides them that.  

 The greatest shift is that we recognize the fullness of who we are. 

Recognizing that we are this infinite presence, that we are living 

in alignment with this infinite presence, gives us access to the 

entire universe. It literally ignites boundless receiving on every 

level to every single facet of abundance. Abundance is so much 

more than just money.  

 In most cases, in a conversation about manifestation, people are 

missing the greater point. That we are here to live on this planet 

as fully embodied beings, that, in fact, in being that I am greater 
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potential, that abundance, that fullness of life translates into every 

single area. 

 For example, little by little our life starts getting better just in 

spite of you. All of a sudden, your frequency elevates and 

possibilities present themselves in ways that wouldn't have 

ordinarily shown up. You’re able to receive love just that little bit 

more. You’re able to receive abundance just that little bit more. 

Promotion arises. The Divine is a Divine of increase. The Divine 

starts catapulting you ahead in life in a way that was 

unimaginable. That is the power of this love and this gift. 

 It is here to authentically set people free in themselves so that 

they are their own source of divinity, their own source of wisdom, 

their own source of light, their own source of healing and their 

own source of power. The era of codependency and need is 

ending. Coming into the fullness of this expression and 

recognizing that you are the source of it, we are shifting the way 

we live as human beings. 

 Darius, you and I know this. Until every single person on this call 

is fully empowered in who they are, it really doesn't make a 

difference. Until every one of them is empowered in themselves 

just the way they are and who they are and they recognize the 

greater magnificence in who they are just the way they are, 

doesn't matter what they've done or how they've lived their life or 

what they have or don't have, but the greater owning of this truth 

within your being transforms the planet.  

It's not about shifting the world. It's not about making a difference 

in the world. The only place where that difference needs to be 

made is within you. The blessing has been to help facilitate this 

greater shift in individuals all across the world and to have them 

then be their own answer and their own solution, then to be that 

reminder for other people across the world. Not as a part of 
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something, but as beautiful individual expressions of divinity. 

That's what the world needs. 

 In its simplest form, we are really setting humanity free without 

giving them another box to get stuck in. We're not taking them out 

of one thought form or one thought structure and placing them in 

another one. For example, we're not taking you out of religion and 

placing you into spirituality.  

What we're doing is, we're taking you out of one belief system and 

structure and placing you into spaciousness. That place of 

spaciousness exists beyond thought. That place of spaciousness is 

accessed the more we lovingly feel. I said this already – having the 

courage to feel is having the courage to live. 

 Having the courage to feel, having the courage to be an 

experiential being to live in the greater potential of who we are is 

having the courage to live. It is through our humanity that we are 

going to make the difference. Our spirit is whole and complete. 

The more we're integrated on the level of our humanity, the more 

that greater light and potential can come shining through the 

humanity. Then you know what? 

When you hold somebody's hand and you say, “Me, too,” 

something amazing happens. In that moment, there is an 

authentic connection that is made. Everything that everyone's 

going through, they've been going through to be that catalyst for 

others. Not as part of a teaching, not as something new to get 

stuck in, but by lovingly dissolving all of the things so that there is 

nothing left, but absolute freedom. 

 What we're talking about is the complete transformation of 

consciousness – how we perceive ourselves as human beings and 

how we live on this planet. It is the complete full realization of 

everything that every great being has written about and spoken of 

for millennia. 
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Darius: What I'm feeling come in from people, we have a question from 

Michelle who's asking, “When we tap into that beingness of 

ourselves and that true love how does that connect to 

abundance”? We have some people here who are saying, “I think I 

love myself, but I'm not even able to pay my rent or my bills and 

I'm having these huge financial challenges. How can I love myself 

when I'm having trouble feeding my kids”? 

Panache: That's a great question. You see, we're very good at loving others 

and we think that loving others is loving ourselves, but what 

we're doing is actually loving others and foregoing our self, which 

is not honoring the divinity that we are. Loving yourself, when you 

step into that space of really honoring and loving you, then 

naturally, you become a bigger receiver and life flows into your 

experience with grace and ease.  

For example, those individuals that are currently in service on this 

planet and there are so many of you that are currently struggling, 

what that indicates is that you are not willing to receive what it is 

that is being shared through you. That on some level there is some 

vibrational density, there is some unworthiness, there is some I'm 

not good enough, some unlovability that you are making more real 

than the truth. The very second you deal with that energy that's 

holding that conversation in place, it's gone and the floodgates 

open. 

 Vibrationally, the more we dissolve that density and the more we 

vibrate at that level of love, the more we resonate at that highest 

level of Divine potential. The more the universe opens up and 

says, “Oh, here you go. There's an infinite being, let me give to you 

infinitely.” Anywhere where you’re in service or you've dedicated 

your life to helping others, we're not here to help others at the 

cost of ourselves. It's not about foregoing your internal harmony 

and balance to make a difference outside you. By foregoing your 

internal harmony and balance to make that difference, you're 
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completely missing the point. That is why it's important that at 

this time, every single person fully owns who they are.  

 It's time for an authentic conversation. It's time to just get real. 

You know what? I'm tired. I feel insecure. I'm in pain. It's time to 

just start dealing with your authentic truth of who we are. As soon 

as we get to that point of authentic truth, a vibrational solution 

becomes available. Should we just do that for everybody? 

Darius: Yes, let's do that. 

Panache: Are you guys all sick and tired of your unworthiness and 

unlovability and not feeling good enough? Okay, good, excellent. 

Open your palms and close your eyes. Anywhere you bought into 

that as a way of being, I just want to call into presence the energy 

that's holding that conversation in place, just going to lovingly ask 

the fear or the sadness or the anger that's holding that 

unworthiness in place to arise. I'm just going to lovingly ask that 

that root core energy that keeps you stuck in unworthiness, that 

keeps you stuck in not fully receiving your birthright, just going to 

lovingly ask that that begin to dissolve right now. 

 Just stay with the breath and just continue to watch as it arises. 

Just think of the breath, let it flow through you. I'm unworthy. I'm 

not good enough. I'm unlovable. I'm unworthy. I'm not good 

enough. I'm unlovable. I'm unworthy. I'm not good enough and 

I'm unlovable. 

 Again, just allow yourself to be with whatever is arising from 

within. Some of you may immediately be aware of sadness coming 

up. Some of you may be beginning to access that. The good news is 

that it will come up. It will arise. Just be present to whatever you 

are feeling right now. In having the courage to feel it, you are 

having the courage to live. Take some breaths, Darius, and when 

you're ready you can come on back. 
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Darius: We have so many people right now experiencing that release and 

opening into what they are, myself included. I felt very vulnerable 

as I'm sitting here and I've done so many interviews and things 

and, for the first time, I thought to myself maybe I won't do a great 

job today. I'm going to let that come up and just release that to the 

world. Me being vulnerable in front of all these people that they 

will find in themselves their own ability to let go and just be.  

 It's how we can be a great vessel, I think, and for people, Panache, 

that are opening up and getting into that new place, what does 

this move them into? What do they move into now because we 

have opened up a lot? We are dissolving and opening into this 

authentic beingness and living. What happens next? What do we 

move into? What happens at the Divine and at the third 

dimensional level when we move into this space? 

Panache: It's almost like the Divine becomes your best friend that you never 

knew that you had and, all of a sudden, you find each other again. 

You remember that you've always been connected. In that 

moment, it's like you open up a direct line, a vibrational line, a 

frequency to that infinite source potential. All of a sudden, 

everything starts becoming possible.  

As greater levels of authentic expression are born, the first thing 

that happens is we become empowered. Our relationship with our 

reality transforms from being an adversarial relationship into 

recognizing that the universe is absolutely working in our favor 

and on our behalf. 

 That, in fact, everything in creation is cheering you on right now 

to move through whatever the perceived obstacle or limitation is 

so that you can access the fullness of who you are. In doing so, 

help facilitate the evolution of the universe because…oh by the 

way, 7.2 billion people are waiting for you.  
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The more we step into this and the more we open up and the 

more we allow for this authentic expression to be born, the more 

we allow for this density to be there and, ultimately, to just bare it 

all  and what doesn't matter on the level of our humanity, we are 

already in oneness. Every single person on this call cries. Every 

single person on this call gets angry. Every single person on this 

call experiences fear. Every single person on this call thinks 

thoughts. None of that needs to change.  

 Through the loving embracing of it and the loving witnessing of it 

we just become more spacious. The more the density is dissipated 

the more spacious we become. Then we become a bigger 

container and – guess what – the universe fills it with more 

possibility and more potential. The more we continue to dissipate 

and dissolve the density, the more the universe continues to bring 

us into increase until eventually we're restored to our natural 

state where we ultimately merge with everything. 

 We receive abundance infinitely. We receive our health and 

vitality infinitely. We make that great a shift from the level of 

identification that we're in right now from being Homo sapiens to 

be being Homo luminous where we recognize that we are 

luminous beings. That we are not what we have been told. That, in 

fact, we are here for a far greater reason then we've allowed 

ourselves to experience out of our own fear. 

 Now, is the time to have the courage to be you and to allow that 

greater potential, that greater abundance and that greater light to 

be at the forefront of your experience – every single facet of your 

life changes. When you wake the kids up in the morning instead of 

being upset and irritated, you'll be spacious. Even with teenagers. 

When you go to work and you've got a boss and you've got 

coworkers and everyone's making demands of you and there's 

deadline after deadline after deadline, you'll be in allowing and 

receiving. When you get out of bed and where you once felt alone 
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and not understood, the Divine will be there with you, hold your 

hand and lead you every step of the way into increase. 

 Your life begins to shift in ways that cannot be described in words. 

What we have been waiting for on this planet has not been a 

person, has not been a teaching, has not been a modality, but what 

we've been waiting for has been a consciousness, a vibrational 

presence. What we've been waiting for is this vibrational 

transformation to take up residence in our being and start 

awakening and unlocking our greater potential.  

What we are present to now is actually that peace that’s infusing 

the collective consciousness. It's changing the spiritual 

conversation that is unlocking those teachings that many of you 

experience. That is elevating them into the fullness of who they 

are, that is creating a brand new way of being in the world.  

 Every single facet of your life improves. Every single facet of your 

life is enhanced. Every single facet of your life is met with 

spaciousness. Where there were once only perceived problems, 

you begin to recognize blessings. You begin to recognize the 

greater gift of it all.  

You step out of the judgment and you step into a Divine way of 

being. Like right now, if everyone on this call was infinitely 

abundant, what would be possible? If everyone on this call was 

fully receiving their infinite potential and their infinity capacity, 

what would become available to them? If you were able to access 

unconditional love, how would you be in relationships? 

 If you, every single one of you, was to fully own all that you are as 

a Divine being and you woke up tomorrow loving and accepting 

yourselves, what would happen to the world? Because the way I 

see it, in a world filled with love and acceptance where people are 

fully empowered of themselves, who you going to shoot anymore? 

Who are you going to exploit anymore? Who are you going to 
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manipulate anymore? Who are you going to go to war with? Who 

are you going to argue with? It's kind of futile arguing with 

yourself, isn't it, really? 

 When you recognize the greater oneness in all of creation, what 

we're talking about is a complete overhaul of our entire 

experience, but it begins with you and the fact that you've been 

called here in this moment and you've brought this moment into 

being for you means that you’re ready for it. It means that you’re 

ready to commit to something that works. It means that you’re 

ready to be empowered in you. To once and finally have you be 

the solution and have you be the answer that you've been looking 

for.  

It means that you’re once and for all ready to embrace yourself as 

the Divine being that you know you are. It means that you’re 

ready to make the quantum leap into this new human expression 

of Homo luminous, of a light being who recognizes greater 

luminosity and greater potential, who perceives the luminosity in 

everything that they see and everyone that they encounter. It 

means that you’re ready to live in the fullness of your wealth and 

your abundance. 

 Until you shift on the level of vibration and frequency, you haven't 

shifted at all. You haven't shifted at all. It's time to go. It's time to 

be present for that. 

Darius: We've got, Panache, a question and I think this really embodies 

some of the old way of thinking versus what we are opening up to 

here, which is very different. Tom from Toronto asks, “What is the 

most effective way to release the feeling that I am unlovable or I'm 

not good enough.” He's asking, “Do I use EFT? Do I use this 

method? Do I use this teacher method or the other method?” I'm 

not going to name these, but he's listed about five. I guess that 

brings me to how is this work different and is he to use those 

methods? I mean what is your take? 
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Panache: I mean, ultimately, I think whatever you can do to support 

yourself is helpful. In no way am I knocking what currently exists. 

What I'm offering you is a greater possibility, a greater potential 

of what's possible for us. For me, the greatest way of dealing with 

that feeling, what was the main one? I'm unworthy? 

Darius: Unlovable, I'm not good enough, I’m unworthy. 

Panache: Perfect, perfect, one thing that I do with people is the truth will set 

you free. The more honest you are about the fact that you feel that 

way about yourself, the more you access the underlying energies 

and the more they begin to arise, the more they’re felt and the 

more they dissolve. Those three conversations are unconscious 

conversations.  

The very second you start consciously articulating them they lose 

their power over you. I've always said to people that the most 

powerful mantra in the English language is I'm unworthy, I'm 

unlovable and I'm not good enough. Why is that? Because it's 

going to bring up the underlying density that keeps it in place. 

 I would just lovingly invite you to sit there every day, close your 

eyes, open your palms and recite your mantra. I'm unlovable, I'm 

not good enough and I'm unworthy. Go for it. I'm unlovable, I'm 

not good enough and I'm unworthy and just keep going for it. I'm 

unlovable, I'm unworthy, I'm not good enough and keep saying it 

and keep saying it and keep saying it. 

 What you'll begin to access is the underlying energy. When you 

begin to access the underlying energy, all of a sudden, you'll feel 

that arise and you'll be freeing yourself. Acknowledge the truth 

about you that is hard to speak out into the world and just speak it 

out. All of a sudden the energy arises and you’re freed. If you 

really want to transform and you really want to evolve, just try 

that – very simple, works like a charm. 
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 How are you? When you're walking down the road and someone 

says, “How are you?” Say, “Oh, I'm great – touch of unworthiness, 

touch of unlovability, touch of not good enough. How are you 

today?” Instead of giving them the usual response I'm fine, which 

is a completely inauthentic conditioned response. Be honest and 

most importantly, even more than it being about somebody else, 

be honest with yourself. 

Seven point two billion people feel that way Darius, 7.2 billion 

people feel that way. Just even acknowledging the fact that you 

feel that way sets you free. Try it. Tom in Toronto, give it a whirl. 

Sit down three minutes, open your palms – I'm unworthy, I'm 

unlovable, I'm not good enough. Just keep saying it out loud or say 

it internally and just let that density arise and just let it dissolve. 

Let it dissolve because it will. 

Darius: Now, I want to say this sounds like the complete opposite of what 

a lot of people teach, which is that we should resist and sort of try 

to change the internal dialogue, try to do affirmations. As we 

resist that, do we not continue to persist that energy and stuff it 

down, down like a beach ball under water that comes back up 

when we least expect it and controls our life? 

Panache: I mean I always say to people how's resisting it working? How's 

that working for you? Where are you getting with that one? How 

inclusive is that as a way of being? You see, oneness, people forget 

this, but oneness is all-inclusive. Otherwise, it's twoness. You're 

being is inclusive of everything and every expression of you or 

you’re not fully being. It's important to embrace every aspect of 

yourself because every aspect of you is Divine.  

 Even the unworthiness has a purpose, even the unlovability has a 

purpose, even the not good enough has a purpose. The more you 

can be honest about that and be real about it and just express it 

and feel and receive, the faster you move through it, actually. 

Works like a charm and it is counter-intuitive because we're in a 
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culture of resistance. We're in a culture of fixing, healing and 

changing. It's not about fixing, healing and changing. It's about 

being how you are and being honest about how you feel and 

what's going on in your experience and what's occurring in your 

reality.  

 The very second you can be honest with yourself about it, the 

density arises and it's dissolved. It's like going through customs 

and declaring your baggage. It's like declaring your baggage. Don't 

fix your baggage. Don't change your baggage. Don't heal your 

baggage. Just declare your baggage and watch what happens. Try 

it, Tom in Toronto. Give it a test drive – I'm not worthy, I'm not 

lovable and I'm not good enough. See what happens, friend, and 

shoot me an email. Let me know what's up. 

Darius: Tom wrote us back and he said, “Thank you. I now understand 

that the negative sounding mantra has the effect of making 

conscious the unconscious false beliefs of self-unworthiness then 

this allows the truth of who I am to be given to me or revealed to 

me by Divine grace.” 

Panache: That's exactly right; that's why being authentic is one of the most 

important ways of being right now. How are you? I'm angry. Then 

just say you’re angry. Don't say my second chakra isn't spinning 

properly. I walked past a cat, this evil entity jumped out of the cat 

into my body, took possession of my facilities and beat me over 

the head three times and St. Germaine just wasn't smiling on me. 

When you’re angry, just say you’re angry.  

Be human and recognize the blessing in being human because the 

one thing I want to remind people of is that every great being that 

came to this planet came to earth as a human being. Why? To 

demonstrate what's possible in human form. That's why. Use 

humanity as a blessing. It's not a burden. 
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 The more you’re okay with your humanity, the more you’re at 

peace with it, the more that greater I am presence infuses your 

body until there's no longer any difference. It's the judgment of 

yourself that's keeping you away from your magnificence. I 

always say to people – the Divine is not judging you so why then 

are you judging yourself. 

Darius: It reminds me, something else just popped into my head, but if 

you were a child in school and somebody made a sign and they 

put the sign and they said here's this sign that says I'm not 

worthy. You keep holding on to that sign and trying to hide it, but 

you can't. So you're holding onto it. You're trying to move it under 

your shirt. You're trying to put it under your clothes and you're 

trying to hide it under your chair, but you’re still holding on to it 

and you’re still trying to hide it then you think it's yours. People 

are going to still see you holding that sign no matter how much 

you try to hide it. It's yours the second you just acknowledge it 

and quit trying to hide it, then you can let it go. It'll no longer be a 

part of your life. This is a really… 

Panache: Sorry about that, go on. 

Darius: Oh, that's okay. What I wanted to ask and this is a question from 

Case in the Dutch Caribbean and it's a very important question, 

“How does this affect our physicality, our physical vitality, even 

possibly physical healing”? 

Panache: Is that the entirety of the question? 

Darius: Yes –how does this process or how does this holding on affect the 

physical vitality and health? 

Panache: We're affected on lots of different levels. The first place at which 

something comes into being is on a vibrational level. When we 

don't allow for that flow of vibration to move through us, then 

what happens is it just starts manifesting on a physical level. This 

greater allowing of energy to move through us is the eradications 
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of disease. Why do we have disease? Because we're in some level 

of resistance around who we are. That's why we're in disease. 

There's some greater level of resistance that's playing out in our 

lives that we're not being honest about, that we're not fully being 

authentic around.  

 For example, when you get present to what that is and you 

dissolve the density, in 99% of cases the messenger goes away. 

Nothing is a punishment. Everything is here to serve you, even a 

disease. What I've found in working with people is that when 

something happens on the level of their physicality it's a wakeup 

call for them to turn their awareness back inside.  

That it’s, in fact, those people that have lived their entire life as 

someone else or their families or for other people and completely 

overlooked themselves. That happens in their reality to bring 

them back home to them and in 99% of the cases, when people 

fully embrace who they are and they turn their awareness and 

their attention on themselves, that messenger goes away.  

 Very rarely does somebody still have to go through something. 

Very rarely is that messenger brought through to completion. It's 

critical in the level of disease because if we didn't resist energies 

and we had no judgment around life's experiences, everything 

would be felt through to completion in its entirety. 

 The funny thing is that we're the only species on this planet that 

does it, right. Cows don't go to self-help seminars. Have you seen a 

cow at a workshop? I haven't. Cows don't go to learn healing 

techniques and modalities. Cows don't do that. Everything in 

nature – cows don't grow up wanting to be goats or sheep. Cows 

are perfectly content being cows as is, by the way, everything in 

nature. Fear, lack and scarcity has created a culture of fixing, 

healing, clearing and cleansing. That's taken us away from who we 

are and the one thing that's really going to set us free, which is 

including and embracing. 
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 Wherever you are with the disease, what I want you to do is just 

close your eyes, take some breaths and we're just going to look in 

the eyes of this greater messenger that is pointing you back 

within, that is pointing you back to the fullness of who you are just 

arise. Let's just see what it's about. Let's just get in touch with the 

underlying energy that you've been judging or resisting that is 

now manifested in physical form as a reminder in a tangible way 

that you need to reprioritize yourself and your life. 

 I'm just going to lovingly ask the Divine to support you in the 

fullness of who you are right now because you are in the fullness 

of who you are. We’re just going to eradicate any and all forms of 

judgment or resistance or repression or suppression around these 

energies. 

 Just allow the sadness to arise. Allow the density to dissolve and 

fully receive your natural state of health and vitality, radiant 

luminosity as our natural state, radiant luminosity. We don't have 

to be diseased, grow old and die. We can be radiant and luminous 

and live. The time to start living is now, my friend. Let me know 

how that works out. 

Darius: This density, there's some people that as we're moving beyond 

2012 into this new universal paradigm and this opening and 

awakening are holding onto the old model or the old perception of 

life. The density and the density that is keeping them in whatever 

vibrational frequency they've been living in.  

Yet, there's a lot of people, all of us here who are releasing that 

density and want to go forward releasing it more and more. For 

people who are here, what are some of the signs that we should 

look for to know in our lives whether we're holding onto this 

dense energy that no longer serves us?  

Panache: That's a great question. The main place to look is your life and 

how your life is working. Here's why – because if you are 
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receiving the fullness of who you are, your life would reflect that. 

That means that you would be abundant. You would be healthy. 

You'd be vital. You'd be loving, receiving of love fully and 

completely. You'd be living completely in Divine connection. You'd 

be accessing the fullness of your potential.  

 Why look in your life? Because your internal state is perfectly 

mirrored by your external situation and circumstance. Growing 

up, I never had a physical teacher. I never needed one. My life was 

my teacher. The Divine was teaching me through everything that I 

was seeing and perceiving.  

I never grew up with a singular one pointed focus because I 

recognized that my entire reality was calling me into more. Use 

your reality. If there's somewhere in your life that isn't working 

right now, it's a great indication there's some form of density, 

some form of judgment, some form of denial, repression or 

suppression that's in place that's keeping you from the fullness of 

your being.  

 Your life is a great barometer for your internal state. The funny 

thing is, again, you shifting vibrationally and coming into 

vibrational increase automatically shifts your life. Literally 

overnight people's lives shift in front of their eyes and they can't 

believe it. Like that one person who's extraordinarily annoying is 

no longer annoying. They’re like, “What just happened? How is it 

all of a sudden after 20 years this person that's been annoying in 

my life is no longer annoying?”  

Well, you shifted. There's no longer a vibration point of resonance 

within you that person can push anymore. It's gone. You can go to 

a button-pushers convention and have a great time whereas most 

other people go to a button pusher convention – otherwise, 

known as Thanksgiving, any family holiday or Christmas – and 

they'll have a miserable time. The key is to neutralize the things 
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that keep you in the cycle of reactivity, that keep you stuck, that 

keep you on this treadmill.  

 What happens is that cycle of reality keeps you on this treadmill, 

too, of self-improvement and even more teachings and even more 

modalities and even more…it's in the next thing. It's in the next 

thing. It's in the next thing. It's in the next thing. Why? Because 

you're coming from the I am not. 

 Whenever I'm with people, I always remind them I always start 

from I already am. I already am that. I am that abundance. That I 

am that love. I am that divinity. I was born that way, baby. Health 

and vitality, I am that. That is affirming the truth and the 

beingness of you.  

When you start from lack, you're just going to get more lack. 

When you start from scarcity, you get more scarcity. Look in your 

life. Just have an honest look at your life and just see how well 

your life is working. See how every facet of your life is working 

because that is a great barometer for where you are vibrationally 

and what you’re able to receive.  

 Also, it's a continual refinement because vibrational frequency is 

continually evolving. It's not just about money. You can't just use 

money as a barometer for that. The key is to see how content you 

are and how fulfilled you are where you are. There are people 

who have all the money in the world who are not content or who 

have health issues.  

The key to it is living in that state of fulfillment with what you 

have where you are and being grateful for that. Starting from 

where you’re at right now. I'm a Divine being. I'm infinitely 

abundant. The Divine’s my best friend, let's roll. How cool is that? 

I hope that helps. 

Darius: I know it does and so many people are feeling that there's an 

equal number of people feeling that and starting to get into that 
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truth of themselves. There's another number of people, as I'm 

looking, that are feeling that and then the other side of it comes up 

where they look around their surroundings and say, “Well, it's not 

really what I feel like I'm representing. That can't be it.” One 

person says, Donna says, “I'm having trouble finding a job for over 

a year. What do I do”? 

 Now, what I want to do, Panche, is I want to talk about how we 

transition into a sort of a life that is free of that density, but that is 

open to our truth. We can give the path each time, but I feel like 

there's a deeper work here that people may need to really get into 

with tools and practices.  

We didn't get into that density instantly. It's something we sort of 

built in layers, I would assume. What would be the best course for 

those people that really want to get this and want to escape any 

dogma or any particular teaching and just want to embrace the 

wholeness and fullness of themselves? 

Panache: I think one of the main things and the one thing that I've guided 

people into is just the level of authenticity about themselves and 

their lives. Secondly, where we're blessed is that we're so 

supported by vibration and frequency that for whatever reason, 

as presence flows through me, has a catalytic impact on people. 

More than just words, this energy and frequency is literally right 

now on this call elevating you.  

 It's either elevating you into the fullness of who you are or it’s 

bringing everything up that you need to feel so that you can live in 

the fullness of who you are. More than words, we're being 

vibrationally recalibrated. That every interaction we have, it's 

that. Ultimately, the end result of it is that you are fully 

empowered in yourself and then you no longer need to participate 

in anything. 
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 If you chose to participate in something, you do it because you 

love doing it. You do it for a different reason. You don't do it to 

make up for perceived inadequacy. What we've put together is a 

way for people to, first of all, commit to themselves because 

consistency is an important part of it. It didn't just arrive 

overnight. There's a culture of repression or suppression.  

 These energies are held in place by judgment and fear and the 

more we can authentically embrace them, the more we can detox 

that density and live in the fullness of who people are, the more 

that energy just begins to wash through them. They once again 

return to an experiential state in which anger just literally washes 

through them instead of lingering in them for 50 years to the 

point they don't even know what they’re angry about any more. It 

just washes through them. Sadness just washes through them. 

Everyone's experience is being upgraded to that point where 

energy and frequency can just wash through them where there's 

no labeling of it, it just happens. In that point, there's no more 

density. In that point, there's complete allowing. 

 What I would say to people that are on this call is that we're 

always connected. We're always connected. I would just lovingly 

invite you to just open your palms every day for just three 

minutes and just take some deep breaths and just relax and just 

sit there and just watch the breath. In that moment you'll begin to 

feel the presence. You'll begin to feel the energy. You'll begin to 

feel the support. You'll feel the connection. 

 Then that presence will flow in through your palms and the crown 

of your head and begin to move through your body just washing 

you clean, just lovingly elevating you, lovingly dissolving the 

density, lovingly moving you into more, lovingly guiding you into 

more. That we are being empowered in ourselves in our own 

connection and that, ultimately, this gift is here at this time to end 
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any and all forms of dependency so that we be our own answer in 

the world. Just sit for three minutes. 

 If you’re an extreme kind of a person, do nine minutes, but three 

minutes is plenty. Open your palms, become aware of your breath, 

just relax your body and receive. If you'd like to do that more than 

once a day, you can. Also, we've created lots of amazing ways for 

people to stay in touch and to receive.  

Webcasting is another great tool that we offer. People around the 

world get together on a webcast. We sit in presence with each 

other and this greater unfolding and transformation unfolds as a 

global community. A lot of the CDs and things that have been 

created have been created as vibrational tools. They’re not just 

nice music. They’re infused with the energy.  

 Everything that I'm involved in and everything that I've put my 

name on has vibrational resonance and frequency. Its sole 

purpose, it carries that higher vibrational potential that is the 

Divine. It is of the Divine realm and elevates you into your 

divinity. That's the how. I always say to people, “Don't come 

because you need to come. Come because you love coming. Come 

because you're ready to receive more of you. You’re not broken. 

You don't need healing. You don't need fixing – just a reminder, 

just an old friend that's here to remind you of you, of all of you.” 

Darius: I want to read what some people have written in because it's been 

astounding. Janice from Sacramento says, “This has been amazing. 

I cried for the first time in admitting that I am unworthy, that I am 

unlovable.” I know she's experiencing what a lot of people are 

experiencing as they release that. June said, “I'm on laughing gas. I 

feel like I'm floating. Pure joy – I can't wait to wake up tomorrow. 

I've made it. I've completely shifted. Loved and healed.”  

Calais from Washington said, “The couple minutes he spent saying 

I am unworthy, unlovable released the heavy blocked feeling I've 
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felt in my entire back of my body for as long as I can remember. I 

will definitely be doing this exercise every day.” So many people 

are writing in with this just huge feeling of like I'm feeling love 

again. I'm feeling this.  

You talked, Panache, about opening this energy up into our lives 

and being a part of it, getting that every day and there are a lot of 

people that I know are feeling something they probably haven't 

felt in a while and they want to go deeper into your work and 

deeper into the energy that you share and you help us access. It 

really is our own energy. It's just you're coaching and facilitating 

us to connect to it just like we did in the last hour. 

 You have some deep work that I've heard a lot about and a lot of 

people, that's how you came…we wanted you on this event. Your 

deep work was so transformative for people. Tell us a little bit 

about what you have for the people here at the You Wealth 

Revolution on releasing and shattering and dissolving that low 

vibrational density in their life, doing it in a pretty amazing way 

and in a lot of different ways, so they can really connect to that 

universal gift in the foundation of all transformation. 

Panache: What I have the pleasure of doing is always feeling into the 

greater intention in the community that's participating in this. 

That's the only way in which something comes into being. When 

people came up with we want to be abundant, we want to live in 

the fullness of who we are, we'd like to access that, almost 

immediately the information began coming.  

 I immediately went into the studio and recorded a 33-day 

vibrational solution. I emphasize the word ‘solution’ for living a 

life of limitless abundance. This 33-day vibrational solution, every 

single aspect of it was divinely downloaded. Every single facet of it 

from the breakthrough session on limitless abundance just 

poured through.  
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 The energy poured through. The energy is so infused in that 

listening to that in and of itself is elevating you. The breakthrough 

session raises your vibration. It builds your trust in yourself again, 

folks. Trusting in yourself and your abundant nature activates all 

the energy channels within your body so that you can receive the 

fullness of who you are. It's not in the asking, but it's in the 

receiving. Vibrationally through the breakthrough session, we 

catapult people into limitless abundance and boundless receiving. 

That's a one-hour breakthrough session. 

 That's literally me being with you vibrationally, infusing you with 

this presence and coaching you into a brand new way of being. 

Out of fear, lack and scarcity into the fullness of I am, literally 

making that paradigm shift. That's something that I highly invite 

people to go back and listen to over and over again. 

 Then there's a 33-day density detox. I created a single 33-minute 

density detox that literally breaks up that unexperienced and 

unresolved inference track within the body. So that people can 

come into the lightness of being, the fullness of being and being 

more peaceful. It is the same detox that people listen to for 33-

days. It has a cumulative effect on your consciousness and on your 

energy and frequency. It's like when you get on the treadmill the 

first time. Maybe you can only stay on it for five minutes, but then 

you get on it the next day it's 15 minutes. 

 There's a certain stamina that builds to be in that presence that 

vibration and frequency. Doing that density detox every day, that 

same 30 minutes every day, has just been revolutionary and 

people are still doing it. It's literally shifting the way people 

receive and be in the world. 

 Then there are 33-days of inspirational inquiry. After you do your 

density detox every day, it's the same density detox every day. 

You will do…there will be an inspirational inquiry. That 

inspirational inquiry is designed to take you out of an adversarial 
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relationship with the universe into a friendly relationship with the 

universe to where the relationship, to where the universe is on 

your side, to where the Divine is your friend working in your 

favor, to where everything in your reality is bringing you into the 

fullness of who you are.  

Every single day there is a new inspirational inquiry and 

everyone's lovingly urged to say yes to life, yes to the fullness of 

who we are, yes to the fullness of their being, yes to their 

magnificence. The detox and then the inspirational inquiry set the 

vibrational point for the day. 

 Then at night and this is something that we really pioneered here, 

is a 13-minute encoding protocol for the evening. People literally 

sleep while they’re accessing this energy. Their subconscious 

mind is being accessed by this energy and it's dissolving all of 

their content. What happens is the progress from the day gets 

saved and then the next day they get up and they’re in a 

heightened state of receptivity. That's something that a lot of 

teachers and facilitators listen to every single night. They love it. 

 I see a lot of people that are dear friends of mine, they love this. 

People say they love it. They listen to it even at night – go to bed 

listening to you, Panache. Slumbering into possibility is a 

nighttime integration. It's 30 minutes. You can just leave it on 

repeat and it will play and it will continue to work on you. 

 Then I've created something that's just for you guys called, The 

Gift of Universal Truth: The foundation of all transformation. 

Basically, it's accessing you, giving you powerful access to 

universal consciousness and understanding how universal 

consciousness sees you as a magnificent being filled with love to 

access that state, to live in that state, to access limitless 

possibilities and potential. This whole thing is an opportunity to 

commit to yourself and your life.  
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 Darius, what I've recognized is that the more people commitment 

to themselves and the more they show up for them, the more they 

have that inner willingness to break free of the gravitational pull 

of fear, lack and scarcity, the more they move into the fullness of 

who they are, but it takes that level of commitment and it's not a 

lot, folks.  

 It's just having the courage to say, “You know what? Wow, I'm 

ready to be abundant. I'm ready to move into more of myself. I'm 

ready to be my own answer. I'm ready to be my own solution. I'm 

ready to be the version of me that the Divine created me to be. I'm 

ready to live that way. In doing so, I'm shifting the lives of 7.2 

billion people because we're all interconnected.” The more people 

on this call participate for themselves and have the yearning for 

themselves, the more they transform themselves and the world 

naturally shifts. The world naturally shifts. 

 It just astounding what's come through for you guys and what's 

been born as a result of this. This has been described as the 

most…people have described it as the most complete vibrational 

solution ever offered for abundance that they've ever 

experienced.  

That's how much the Divine loves you. That's how much when you 

ask and you have an inner yearning, that's how much the Divine 

comes through for you. You don't have to do it alone. You don't 

have to go through it by yourself. When you ask, the Divine 

provides an answer and here it is. 

Darius: I want to let people know where it is because we're getting a lot of 

questions about that. I want to ask you about a few of the details 

in here. 

 First, it's at www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache. That's 

www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache.  

http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache
http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache
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 Panache, I guess the question I have is for those people that are 

saying, well, if this vibrational transformation is mine and if 

you're telling me I have this truth and I have this power within 

me, why do I need to go through this program to get it? Why can't 

I just access it right now and be it right now? Why will someone 

need this? 

Panache: You can access it right now. You can. What I would say to people is 

that why you need it right now is because, ultimately, every single 

one of us is committed to doing something. How does that work 

out? Even though we have the best intention in life to show up for 

ourselves and love ourselves, that gravitational field of fear, lack 

and scarcity just keeps weighing us down. How cool that we have 

an answer where somebody can support us through it and come 

into the fullness of who we are. 

 The other aspect of it is that we can access this vibrational 

resonance. What we've found is that this presence literally 

accelerates everything. There's a catalytic impact that it has on 

people. People go through things a lot faster. Absolutely, you're all 

connected. Absolutely, every one of you has access to everything.  

Every one of you is already everything and this is just a loving gift 

that has come into being to bring you into the forefront of that 

experiencing to the point where you no longer need anything. To 

the point where you fully access the fullness of who you are on a 

vibrational level and you abide in that. 

 It's not a question of need. It's a question of when you ask, a 

solution is provided, an answer is provided. You have the loving 

support to go through it. You have the loving guidance to go 

through it. You have the greater power and presence of this 

energy to navigate all of this to support you.  

As it supports, it countenances teachers and facilitators and 

healers and spiritual masters and gurus all around the world. 
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That's the level at which this work has been implemented. We've 

shifted them so they in turn can shift you.  

 What you are receiving is the inside access to what those people 

that are facilitating consciousness in the world are utilizing for 

themselves to bring you new tools and technology, to bring you 

vibrational transformation, to bring you this conversation of 

vibrational density. What you're being given is access to the most 

complete solution there is.  

Don't do it because of a need. Don't do it because of a deficiency. 

Do it because you're ready. Do it because you’re ready to own 

your abundance. Do it because you’re finally ready to be good 

enough for you. You're finally ready to be worthy of your life. 

You're finally ready to be worthy of your natural state and your 

brilliance. Do it for that reason.  

If that, in and of itself, you can't muster that motivation in yourself 

for that reason, then do it for somebody that you love in your life 

like a child or a spouse. If you can't do it for you then do it for 

somebody that you love because your transformation, literally, is 

the world's transformation. Cool stuff. 

Darius: I love this, Panache, and I love what you're saying because, 

truthfully, there's so many of the teachers that I've sort of seen 

behind the scenes that are out event teaching and they go through 

your work to really ignite them to this new possibilities in their 

life. As they find their voice and their truth and their beingness of 

who they are, they then feel so called to share that and create a 

new abundant life. They wind up on our event.  

 This is kind of what I say. It's kind of interesting when the people 

that we look to for teaching are actually looking to you for 

guidance to keep that portal open in their life because we're so 

trained to close it, to close it at the first sign of obstacle. To close it 
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at the first sign of that reality that we think really is truth, but it's 

not. That first sign of conflict or struggle or discomfort. 

 This is really a way for people to stay open to receiving for 33 

days. When you do something like that, your life transforms to 

such a new level it becomes impossible to go back. We could 

transform you for an hour, but the bigger we open that space and 

the longer we keep it open, that new reality becomes your only 

reality. That's your own truth and that's your individual 

expression and that is a true shift, I want to say. Sorry, go ahead. 

Panache: The impact of it has been as radical as someone literally who's 

homeless and doesn't have any money to, all of a sudden, having a 

job and a life that works. To someone who's a realtor and isn't 

really passionate about being a realtor. She's actually a healer, but 

she has a real estate license and her information out and around 

the town where she lives and, all of a sudden, she did a nightly 

bout of receiving and people are calling her buying houses that 

she'd forgotten were even on the market.  

 The Divine is just waiting for an opening. All you have to do is give 

the Divine a little crack and watch what happens. You just have to 

give the Divine just a small opening, a small window and so much 

light and so much abundance and so much love is going to be 

flooding in that you'll never be the same again. 

 It's not that there's something wrong the version of you that exists 

right now, but in an infinite universe that's forever evolving into 

more where more is possible and the vibrational principle of the 

Divine is increased, then why not, folks? The more you as 

conscious individuals are abundant and living in the fullness of 

who you are, the more you'll elevate those around you. That's just 

two examples of things that have happened for people. People 

have been promoted. People’s health stuff has shifted.  
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 Every single facet of this life because abundance encompasses so 

much more than just money – it's the quality of your life. Your 

vibrational frequency and resonance there is a direct correlation 

between vibrational frequency and resonance and the quality and 

experience of your life. It's cool. 

Darius: I've got to say, I mean some of the things people have been saying 

it's absolutely astounding. Someone said, “This package is blowing 

me away – the opening, the vibration, the sensation of love is 

incredible.” Someone else said, “You have blessed me again. I've 

been a transcendental meditator since 1997. I've never 

experienced anything like this. I've never felt more alive.”  

Another person said, “What an experience. I need a new language 

to be able to share just what I've experienced from my heart and 

soul.” Another person said, “The sessions have been phenomenal. 

My relationships, my work, my desire to serve, my parenting, 

everything has become healthier and more loving.” Another 

person said, “I've been ill for so long with continual setbacks. 

During the last three weeks while listening to your work, my 

healing has been remarkable if not miraculous.” 

 What can happen if we really tap into the amazing gift that we 

are? This is the message of this event. This is the message of this 

work. I want to let people know it's at 

www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache. The program, actually, 

Panache, they get this program instantly. Is it instantly 

downloadable? 

Panache: I believe so. I'm not sure. 

Darius: Yes, I believe it is – instantly downloadable from my staff. What 

will happen is you get it instantly and let me tell people the 

discount. It's actually a $630 program, but it's being offered at a 

very sizable discount. It's $127 and we actually also…our biggest 

http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache
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mission here is that you’re happy and that you get immense value, 

just massive transformational value.  

We have a 30-day money back guarantee that we've also spoken 

with Panache's office and him, so if you not in any way just fully 

feeling like that was a great 30 days of investment of your life, 

then…try it for those 30 days and if it's not for you, you let us 

know. Our mission is that you’re happy. 

 Panache, the other question that I had for you was who is this 

really for? If people are looking at their life right now and 

wondering, who is this for? Then, lastly, is there a favorite story or 

person that you remember who went through this that maybe 

really embodies what this program could mean in someone's life? 

Panache: Who it's for is for everyone who's committed to living in the 

fullness of their being. It's for everyone who's ready to be a way-

shower and for everyone who's willing to have the courage to be 

abundant, who's willing to have the courage to be Divine 

embodiment, who's willing to have the courage to express their 

gifts and abilities in the world. 

It's for everyone who's willing to be a leader. It's for everyone 

who's willing to abide in the fullness and resonance of their 

greater I am presence instead of continually being encumbered by 

the fear, lack and scarcity that we've been conditioned to make so 

real. 

 This package is for everyone who is fully committed to 

transforming their life and being the conduit for greater passion 

and possibility out in the world. It's a real gift. It's a blessing for 

you that you yourself have set in motion. For you at this time to be 

reminded to be vibrationally nurtured, to be supported, to be 

infused with this greater presence that is accessible to us now on 

this planet.  
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If you fit in any of those categories, then this is for you. No 

accident that you're here. No accident at all. Follow your heart, 

follow your guidance and receive what you yourself have called 

into being for you. 

 One great story for me is a beautiful gentleman from North 

Carolina. When I met him, he was born into an Evangelical Baptist 

family and so his conditioning was so thick that smiling was a sin 

and you were going to hell. Basically, if he showed up in any way, 

shape or form as happy, he was going to hell and that's what he 

was told from his birth.  

That made him, obviously, very socially awkward and it directly 

impeded his ability to be in relationships and to enjoy the fullness 

of his life. That conditioning was given to him from a very young 

age. He went from not being able to speak in public to just kind of 

ambling through his career. Contributing just enough, but not too 

much so he's on the radar. He would be the kind of person that 

would avoid conversation and people at all costs, would avoid any 

and all form of interaction, basically, lived as a ghost in the reality 

of his own life. 

 Now, this gentleman came into my life and it's been my loving 

honor and pleasure to just remind him of the fullness of who he is. 

Since then, he's moved into a loving relationship. He's articulate. 

That fear, guilt and shame that he was holding onto that was 

keeping him from accessing the divine gift and birthright that he 

was began to dissolve.  

He's been promoted. He's now moved into a situation at work 

where it's his ideal situation because it allows him to work where 

he's at and travel. It allows him the flexibility that he was seeking 

and searching for. All of a sudden, he's dressing better. He's caring 

more for himself. He's providing himself the necessary fuel and 

food to live a very long and healthy life. 
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 His entire perception of himself and his reality has shifted. He is 

now at a point where he is so inspirational and so turned on in 

who he is that when he walks in the room, his greater presence 

communicates the power and the possibility of who he is before 

he even says a word. This is just one individual in ten years who's 

gone from complete state of contraction to where their 

conditioning dominated their experience to the complete fullness 

of I am to where their greater presence radiates through them. 

 One other great example is of how to love. Healers and teachers 

who create techniques and modalities come to see me. Where 

they were once buying into a judgment around reality or negative 

or positive and it was impeding their ability to share their gifts in 

a way that was not impacting them, that whole paradigm is 

completely shifted to now where they are not tired at the end of 

the day. They’re actually fully activated, fully aligned and fully in 

joy where there's no longer any heaviness. There's no longer any 

density left at the end of the day, but there's a complete clarity to 

where now miraculous things are flowing through them. 

 This is a way to step into a paradigm of human experience that's 

unprecedented. That really has been accessed by accident 

historically, but that now we can access on purpose – that now we 

can access on purpose. Access the gift and the tool and the 

technologies that some of the world's leading new thought 

leaders, authors, philosophers, modalities, healers, techniques, 

people that you know are out in the world are utilizing 

themselves to shift our planet. 

Darius: I absolutely believe that and I love this truth, that it really is the 

core tenant of this event was not to make you a follower of 

somebody, but to make you a believer and follower of your own 

truth. To get that coaching to walk you through opening up to that 

place. 
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 Sheila who wrote in said, “This has been the most amazing gift 

that I could imagine.” She just wrote in and she said, “Someone 

who finally speaks the truth that everyone needed to hear. This 

was,” – in her words – “unbelievable.” Helene said, “Density is 

lifted, lightness has come in nice and easy. I love what you said 

that we are vibrationally recalibrated.”  

Alton said, “Thank you, Panache. I loved every moment of it.” 

Another person has said, “I'm completely expanded.” Another 

person said, “This is the truth. I have shifted. Thank you so much.” 

So many people have just experienced this huge shift. I just ask 

what would happen in 30 days as you really open this up in your 

life and be everything that you're meant to be. 

 Cynthia is asking, “Can we see this package?” The package is 

actually delivered instantaneously. It's going to be delivered in a 

form where you're going to be able to get to access it. You won't 

have to wait. A lot of people want this now and they want to get 

started. 

 Panache, really quick, I know we've gone way over and I want to 

be so mindful of your time. A bunch of people are going deeper 

into the work and I'm so glad they are because it's resonated with 

so many. For those people that are, what's the first step that they 

start with? What's the first part of this package that they should 

start looking at right now when they get it? 

Panache: For those of you already downloaded it, the first thing to do is the 

breakthrough session because what that does is it completely 

takes you out of fear, lack and scarcity into the fullness of your 

greater I am presence. Right now, folks, just so you know, every 

economic structure, political system and system that's dissolving 

is based in fear, lack and scarcity. Anything that promotes that is 

dissolving and falling away. What's coming into being is the 

fullness of who we are. That breakthrough session is creating that 

paradigm shift in people. That's the place to start. 
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Darius: Wow and, again, if this isn't for you, we totally support you. We 

want you to try it on and experience it. That would be where to 

start the breakthrough session. It's at 

www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache. This is the information, 

the truth that so many of the people that you've heard on this 

event so many of them tap into and receive. 

 Panache, thank you so much for being here. One quick question – 

for somebody here who maybe it's the worst day of their human 

experience, maybe they have had the bottom fall out today or 

maybe this weekend or this week, maybe they’re wondering 

whether they still are worthy or whether they should continue to 

hold on to this flickering light we call the human experience, 

whether they should just let go and move on to the next plain and 

they’re in desperation, what wisdom words do you have for them? 

Panache: Right now as you’re saying that, I'm just filled…my eyes are just 

filled with tears. For anyone who's in that space, I just want you to 

know that you matter. I want you to know that there are so many 

people who have been where you've been. I want you to know 

that what you're going through as much as right now it may seem 

insurmountable, it's actually leading you into something more.  

Please don't give up because the Divine believes you can't fail at 

this thing called life. You can't mess it up. No matter what’s 

happened and what you've gone through, I promise you there's an 

answer and a solution that is awaiting you because the same time 

that perceived problem came into being, an answer was already 

born on a vibrational level. Please don't give up on you.  

 Understand and know that you are loved in your entirety and that 

I'm sorry that you've experienced judgment in the way that you 

have. I'm sorry that your parents couldn't show up for you in the 

way that you needed them to, but the Divine is ready to love you. 

The Divine is ready to come flooding in to every perceived hole 

http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/panache
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and void that you may have right now in your life and restore you 

to your magnificence and brilliance.  

Be open to receiving it and know that you matter. Seven point two 

billion people are counting on you. I am counting on you and you 

cannot fail. I will never give up on you and I've got your back in 

every dimension. Receive that. Know that to be the truth. I love 

you with all that I am and I thank you for loving me. 

Darius: Wow, we're getting comments flooding in from all over the planet 

right now of people just sharing their thanks and their openness 

and their love and really their own power.  

 Panache, I just want to say thank you for being this new energy, 

this new space, being a person with this rebellious truth that we 

all need to hear. This revolutionary truth that we are the thing 

we've been seeking. We are the power that we've been missing. 

We are the love that we've been longing for and that we matter.  

That is such a core piece of this movement that I am hoping to 

expand and that we are connecting to energetically, you and I, and 

everybody here. Thank you for being such a brilliant light in the 

world as you shine that on the dark places that so many people 

have been keeping themselves from the glorious sun and the 

glorious truth that they really are. 

Panache: I'd like to thank everybody and just I want to lovingly invite you 

please to just check me out on Facebook. There are lots of 

inspiration there and lots of great tools and resources that are 

posted there to support you. If you want to stay in touch, 

Facebook's a great option.  

Also, just go to the website www.panachedesai.com and all the 

information’s there. Webcasts are both free, accessible, email. Let 

us know what's going on. I'm here to be of service to you – 

nothing more than a loving reminder that you called into being for 

you at this time. Thank you for allowing me the honor of being 

http://www.panachedesai.com/
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that resource and for offering the gift of you to the world and the 

universe. 

Darius: Thank you so much, Panache. 

  

  

 

End of Transcript 


